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A July First Flight for Pete Huffs White Lightning
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Sam Cooper

Pete Huff climbs back into his White Lightning (N26PH) in preparation for leaving the
July 10th Fly-in. This was his fourth flight of the airplane.
On July 10, 1993 at about 8:20 a.m., Pete
Huff made the long awaited first flight of his
White Lightning (N26PH) from the McKinney
Municipal Airport. The flight was intentionally
brief, lasting about 15 minutes. A little later that
morning, Pete went up for his second flight. This
one lasted longer, and included the first gear
retraction test in flight and several easy flybys
down the runway. Again, it was a straight
forward flight.
After lunch, Pete flew the White Lightning

down to Lancaster for a short visit to the Chapter
168 Fly-in. Needless to say, he quickly became

the attraction of the flightline.
As this issue goes to press, Pete has flown off
about 26 hours of his 30 hour flyoff. The White
Lightning has required a little bit of tuning and
adjusting. Pete reported the following performance figures . At 75% power at 9,000 ft, 207
KTAS (240 mph) at 11.2 gph. At 65% power at
11,000 ft, 200 KTAS at 9.7 gph. At 55% power
at 13 ,000 ft, 194 KTAS at 8.6 gph. Solo takeoff
with full fuel (70 gal) is in 1200 ft. Empty weight
is 1596 lb with oil.

As you read this, Pete should be at Oshkosh.

BELT LINE ROA.D

DISCLAIMER
We would like to make you aware that as always, in
past. present. and future, any communication issued by
EXPERIMENT AL AIRCRAFf ASSOCIATION.
CHAPTER ONE SIXTY-EIGHf, INC., regardless of the
form. format. and/or media used which includes. but is
not limited to HANGAR ECHOES and audio/video
recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience
accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc.,
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no
responsibility or liability is expressed or implied and you
are ,..ithout recourse to anyone. Any event announced
and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information
only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship,
im·olvement. control or direction of any event (this
includes Oshkosh). Please read, listen, enjoy, and be
careful out there.
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F/IAMERS BRA.NCH COMMUNITY' BUILDING

SENIOR ACTIVITY CENTER 2919 AMBER LANE
First Tuesday of each month, 6:30 - 9:00 PM
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The September issue of Hangar Echoes will be
assembled at Dina and Gary Hansen's house on
August 31, 1993 starting at 7:00 pm. The address

Director's Meeting, July 15, 1993
The August Meeting will be on 8/2, the program will
be aviation videos.
The August Fly-in will be on 8/7 at Hartlee Field. At
9:00 am we will have our second Young Eagles program
there.
The September H.E. assembly will be at the Hansen's
house on 8/3 L
The September Fly-in wi!! be at Henry O's.
The July Young Eagles program was discussed. We
\\ill do our second at Hartlee Field.
Kerrville '93 and its program was discussed. We will
not solict ads for the program this year. It was motioned.
seconded, and approved to purchase a second page in the
program to cover all the recent First Flights we have had.
Towing of the Chapter 168 Trailer to events was
discussed. The needs are for a handout describing the
electrical connections, and having a stock of electrical
adapters in the Trailer.

1s;
2265 Reagan
Carrollton, 416-0099

The August 7th Fly-in will be hosted by Jim
and Betty Gilmore at Hartlee Field near
Denton. Our second Chapter Young Eagles
program will be held before the Fly-in starting
at 0900. The Trailer will be in attendance. As
usual, the Fly-in will run from 1000 to 1400,
with lunch being served at about 1200 if it is
procured by a volunteer.
N

August Calendar
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Farmers Branch Comm. Ctr. 6:30 pm - 8:45 pm
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The Frontiers of Flight Museum has invited us
to their Fourth Annual Static Aircraft Display to
be held at Love Field on September 18th and
19th. The Stealth Fighter will be on display along
with other US Military Aircraft and Confederate
Air Force Aircraft. It would be nice if our
Chapter could display an aircraft representing
each basic type of construction: wood; tube and
fabric; metal; and composite. Security and
insurance will be provided. Fina is offering gas to
exhibitors.
Our August Fly-in is at Hartlee Field northeast
of Denton. Hartlee Field is a historic World War
II pilot training airport. Today it is an ultralight
airport with a grass runway. Our hosts, Jim,
Betty, and James Gilmore, have done a great job
of fixing up the place. After Lone Star field
closed, the ultralight folks moved to Hartlee. Real
airplanes are welcome also, just remember it's
grass. We need a trailer hauler (we have one Ed.), and food procurement volunteers for this
event. So here's an opportunity to pitch-in and
help. It should be a great Fly-in.
I visited Hartlee today, and Jim is looking
fon.-vard to the Fly- in. He was in the process of
building a new Flightstar trainer, and painti!:}g
another one. He's trailering the Flightstar to
Oshkosh, for the Flightstar booth. Anyway, he is
concerned that he won't have time to cut the
grass before the Fly-in, but I assured him we
were more concerned about airplanes than neat
grass.
For all you volunteering types, start thinking
about being an Officer in Chapter 168 for next
year. We are going to have a complete change
over in officers. We also need a Newsletter
Editor, as Sam wants relief come 1994. The new
newsletter editor should work with Sam these
last months of the year. This is probably the
biggest job of the Chapter and must be performed
to have a Chapter. It is non-elective, just a
volunteer needed. Think about it. Who is going
to lead the Chapter next year?
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Greetings to all! It's newsletter time again.
EAA's Annual Oshkosh Fly-in will be beginning
as you all receive this newsletter. I'm sure that
many of you will be planning a trip to Oshkosh or
will already be enroute, so enjoy your trip, but do
it safely. Bring back pictures and news from
Oshkosh, to share with everybody. Dina and I are
planning on driving to Oshkosh and enjoying the
show.
We will have our regular business meeting on
August 2nd. The program this month is ad hoc
aviation videos! So bring your favorite one along
for the rest of us to enjoy.
Our Airport Meeting last month was at
Lancaster Airport. We had our first Chapter
Young Eagles Flights, whereby Chapter members
contributed their time and airplanes to introducing the next generation to flight. Thanks go out
to all pilots and ground crews, who assisted in
this effort. We had an excellent turnout with over
a dozen Chapter airplanes present. Danny Clark
flew his recently completed red and white MiniMax to the event. We were also surprised by Pete
Hu:ff s arrival in his White Lightning traveling
machine. Pete had just performed his first flight
earlier in the day!
Needless to say, both of these builders are
very proud of their airplanes. Thanks for bringing
these airplanes to the Fly-in, so the rest of us
could enjoy them also. Our host at Lancaster, Dr.
Don Christiansen, deserves a big thanks for
hosting us.
I•••••••
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Take 135E North out of Dallas. Go through
Lewisville, Lake Dallas and Corinth. Just as you
get to Denton, take Loop 288 north. Staying on
Loop 288, cross 1380 and continue on until
reaching 428 . Go right on 428, you will be
heading to the northeast. Go about 1/4 mile, and
then turn right onto Hartlee Field Road. Go East
about 2 miles, the road will take a left-right jog.
Turn left into Hartlee Field after passing Ferris on
your right. Silver Dome is after the entrance on
your right.

See you at the meeting! Gary
P.S. Bring a friend or two along !
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Dina Hansen

Richard Robbins (far left) prepares to give Young Eagles Jokonda and Michael Mahoney their ride in
his Cessna Cardinal. Their father Thomas also went along.
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On July 10, 1993 Chapter 168 hosted our first
Young Eagles program in conjunction with the
Chapter Fly-in at Lancaster Airport. We were
able to add nine young people to the rolls for the
Young Eagles program. Fortunately, we were
blessed with excellent weather for July. For the
first time in about 2 weeks, the wind was calm
during the morning hours, and the temperatures
stayed pleasantly warm.
We had an excellent turnout of pilots and
airplanes for the program. It was not always clear
who was having the most fun, the pilots or the
Young Eagles. The pilots and their Young Eagles
riders were as follows :
Bo Bauereis (PA32R/300): Alissa Fortenbury
Owen Bruce (Luscombe 8E): Brandon Bassatt
Clair Button (PA-28-180): Lindsey Cole
Don Christiansen (RV-4): Emory Loyd
Tom Moe (C-182): Kenneth Sullivan
Richard Robbins (C-177): Michael and Jokonda
Mahoney
Gene Spaulding (Glasair FT): Jowad Al-haddad
C~thy White IAC-24 (C-152): Mary Weygandt
The Chapter would like to thank all of these
pilots and the others who came prepared to give
rides. We would also like to thank Gery!
Mortensen (Young Eagles Coordinator) for
,organizing the event, and Ann Asberry, Jim

Putney and Larry Weygandt for assisting with the
paperwork and organization.
Get ready for our next Young Eagles program
to be held ir. conjunction with our Fly-in at
Hartlee Field on August 7th.

TEX-AIR PARTS, INC.

a

DISTRIBUTOR FOR AVIATION SUPPLIES
Dopes & Fabric Supplle1

Beech/Cessna/Mooney/Piper
Aircraft Parts
Over 100.000 0nlerenl Pnrl Numbers In Stock
All lnslock llems Priced at WIIOLESALE or Below.
Wh•n II come• to SERVICE. AVAILABILIW, Md VERY COMPETITIVE PRICING try,
~ FOR All YOU AVIATION NEEDS.

Meachem Fleld Airport - Branch

Addison Airport - Brancl

4201 N. Main St., Bldg N2
Fort Worth, Tex as 78108

4500 RaHIII ln., Sull11 109
Oa"ft•, Texa1 75248
2 14 9Jl-9898 or (800) 237-2635

817 429-8938

ce
3724 N. Commerce SI.
rort Worth. TexRs 76106-2710
(817) 624-9882 or (800) 458-1535

EM Members Receive an Addlllonal 5% Discount on Most Items.
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Dina Hansen

Don Christiansen buckles up for fl ight with his Young Eagle Emory Loyd.

The August 2nd Meeting will feature aviation
videos. The exact titles have not been
determined. In addition, a short video of Pete
Huft' s first and second flights ( done on 7/1 0/93)
will be shown for those of you that were not at
Lancaster for the July Fly-in. We will probably
also have some members just back from Oshkosh
'93 with their fresh impressions.

- BATTERIES -

E-V-~
NI-CADS, GEL CELLS,
ALKALINE, LITHIUM
"Wo Build Battery Packsn
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• ~ East Arapaho, Suite 1126

Our Chapter still has several Officer positions
which we would like to fill shortly as the '93 Flyin season is in full swing. We need several
members to step forward and volunteer to help
keep Chapter 168 running smoothly.
We need a Fly-in Officer or Officers to
handle the refreshments at the Chapter Fly-ins.
The Fly-in Officer(s) responsibility is to see that
the hot dogs, drinks, and condiments are available
and prepared at the Fly-ins where food is served.
We are looking for one, preferably two, volunteers to handle-this position. For many of us, the
hot dogs and drinks make the monthly Fly-ins a
lot more comfortable and enjoyable.
Please consider volunteering some of your
valuable time to help fill these Officer positions.

Richardson, Texas 75080
(214) 231-5351

1·800·776-5267

AERO COUNTRY ESTATES WEST
Alrpat Resldentlal Lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted

MunlclPOI Wotu
contact John Austin-:- 1-34 7-~030

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT
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Erv Trunk

Erv Trunk stands in front of his MSP (Modified Stits Playboy). Note the struts "supporting" the wing
and horizontal stabilizer.
Mel and Ann Asberry completed their flyoff
period
for their RV-6 back in early July. If Ann
·•········•·•····••1
seems to have the same huge grin that Mel has
Erv Trunk has recently completed the 25 hour
been sporting recently, now you know why.
flvoff he received for his MSP (see photo above).
Reece Daniel has put several hours on his KRHe had initially been slowed up by several
2. He continues to make a few little adjustments
problems with his engine accessories and the
here and there. He reports that it is flying better
need for some adjustment of his aileron rigging.
and better. Look for his white t:i-geai KR-2 the
He now reports that she flys along very nicely.
next time you are out at Aero Count .
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D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A.
JOHNSON INSURANCE

& LEASING

15790 DOOLEY
DALLAS. TEXAS 75234
DELMO JOHNSON. OWNER

458-7400 458-7550

Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

Office 298-61 74
Ans . Service 521 -41 1 1

222 S. Cedar Ridge
Du ncanv1lle, Te xas 75116

Office Hours By Appointment

I

BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP
FAA CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1R479K
2 711 BROOKFIELD
DALLAS. TEXAS 7 5 2 3 5

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT

BEL.A AMBRUS
ENGINE SPECIALIST

214/351-1172

Rentals Include JJ Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas ••••••..• 817-497-7496

compromise. We obviously did not want to rely
on gluing a foam backed fabric . They came up
with the idea of using a backing material
commonly called "interface material" that has a
l" grid printed on it. By stitching the interfacing
material through the foam and to the fabric we
had a "mechanical" attachment to hold the fabric
in place as well as a durable backing material to
glue to. They used a 2" square layout which
looks good, but represented several hours of
work on a sewing machine. At some point in time
it may be necessary to replace the upholstery
again, but by then the seats, side panels, and glare
shield will probably need refurbishing too, and a
complete new color scheme can be used.
If anyone is considering using headliner
material I would urge you to consider what we
did to begin with and save some grieflater. Stop
by our hangar at Addison if you'd like a closer
look at our fix, or we'll see you at the next Fly-in.

By Jim Young
For those about to upholster, or reupholster,
their airplane, I'd like to share a recent experience
we had with our Hiperbipe. We chose to use
automotive headliner material for most of the
cabin. Its' been used for years in most cars and
light tmcks and is readily available in many colors
through auto supply houses and most cloth
stores. The foam backing on the fabric comes in
various thicknesses, but most of it is about 1/4",
which covers fastener heads or imperfections
very nicely. It handles easily, cuts cleanly, and is
attached by sprayable 3M glue. I'm sure there is a
small amount of sound deadening too . Anyway,
what could be so bad about something that seems
to "fit" our needs so well? NOTHING is bad for
about 3 years, then there will be problems.
A few months ago I noticed the material aft of
the seats sagging badly, but it seemed isolated to
one area. Assuming I had not used enough glue
in the original installation, the fix was rather
obvious. I pulled several covers and panels,
applied more glue, and buttoned everything back
together. Within the next few days the rest of the
area covered with the same material released.
This time there was no alternative, but to remove
all of the material.
Once I got a larger area uncovered where it
could be checked closer it became apparent the
problem was not the glue at all, but instead was
the complete degradation of the foam backing.
The breakdown of the foam had nothing to do
with exposure to sun and it's hard to believe the
temperatures were severe enough to affect it.
Before we could reinstall any type of cover we
had to clean up the mess left by the foam and
glue. It was reasonably easy to remove by using a
brush and solvent (acetone), and rags. It turns
into a sticky, crumbling substance that tries to
reattach itself to anything it touches.
After cleanup, we had to decide what to go
back in with. The same material would be best, at
least short term, but would ultimately do the
same as the original. Peggy and our daughter
were sent on a mission to locate and purchase a
suitable replacement. They came up with a good

Aircratt Ret ri eval
Damaged Aircratt Storage

Used Parts
Buy & Sell Problem Aircratt

(214) 227- 1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214) 227-61 76

Stephen Smi th

Airplanes
Instruments
Engines
Radios

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.
320 F.M. 1885 E.
Weatherford, TX 76086

BOBBY OSBORN
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817-682-4220
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By J.Mac McClellan
Reprinted from Flying, July 1993, pg. 9

even gotten letters from survivors begging us not
to write about an accident report because the
NTSB has gotten the facts horribly wrong and
their dead loved ones were not really to blame.
The most distressing of all are calls and letters
from survivors whose loved one was killed in a
crash remotely similar to one we've written
about. They're grasping for any straw of hope

I know of one group that can halt the product
liability cost explosion right now. That group is
general aviation pilots and their families.
I know this is an overly simplistic solution, but
it is a fact. There would be no aviation product
liability problem if pilots and their survivors didn't
sue. Lawyers are the target for general aviation's
presents:
scorn, but even the biggest scumbag ambulance,Jan Col/mer
chaser can't sue a manufacturer without a
,4erobatics
plaintiff. The plaintiff must be someone injured
Pitts S2B
Low Level Aero Performance
either physically of monetarily by the crash, so
• Torque Rolls
Jan Collmer
that leaves out the general public - very few
• Tail Slides
4368 Proton Road
• Snap roll on take off
Dallas, TX 75244
accidents harm people on the ground. General
and final approach
1214) 233-1589
A Real Crowd Pleaser
Fax(214)233-0481
aviation product liability plaintiffs are pilots, their
surviving family members, or passengers and their
survivors. In other words, plaintiffs are general
aviation participants, not uninvolved bystanders.
For many years I thought survivors viewed
general aviation product liability suits as a big
lottery. I was convinced the survjvors of a dead
Bruce Mi l ler, F l igh t I ns tru ctor
pilot were merely out for the big bucks. The
Airplane, Gl ider, o r T a il d r a gger
relationship between the circumstances of an
Box 54 7, Prospe r , TX 75078
accident, or the earning power of a pilot or
passenger killed in the accident, to an eventual
( 214 ) 3 46 - 2 83 1
liability award are so unpredictable the entire
process resembles a lottery. But I have, over the
past few years, changed my mind. Forces far
more powerful than mere money drive
SPRUCE
4130 STEEL
survivors to sue. What survivors really
XTUB ING
~::SPARS
want is justice. They want to punish the
~~ - ::cAPSTRIPS
XSHEET
guilty and, if they win, the process
proves their dead loved one was not
STITS
PLYWOOD
guilty. The monetary reward means to
~ ::MIL-P-6070
\.~
XFABRICS
them what a murderer's death sentence
~::METRIC
~
XCOATINGS
means to his victims family: retribution
ADHESIVES
, ~ HARDWARE
exacted.
::T-88
®@v
I slowly became aware of this
~I
::FAA APPROVED
AIRPLANE KITS
concept - liability judgments as
FOAM & FIBERGLASS~XKR-l & KR- 2
vindication and retribution - from the
/ - , ; ) ::pol YURETHANE
.
impassioned mail and calls we get here
ez# ::RESINS f; CLOTH
at Flying; it took years for it to sink in.
Survivors never agree with an NTSB
ALPHA AVIATION SUPPLY Co.

FINA

AE R• MI LLER

ar=

probable cause that blames the pilot, or

~

even includes the pilot as a factor. I've

P.O. BOX 8641 • GREENVILLE, TEXAS 7S40-4-8641

Phone: 903/527-3817
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that their husband, son, brother, father or other
loved one didn't screw up. It had to be somebody
else's fault.
Imagine feeling these emotions when a lawyer
suggests that somebody else was in fact to blame
and he can prove it. The argument is overwhelming when the lawyer points out that the
guilty party is an unfeeling corporation that
ignored safety in pursuit of profit. The way to
prove that the crash was somebody else's fault is
to convince a jury. The bigger the monetary
award the jury hands down, the more certain you,
the survivor, and the rest of the world can be that
the unfeeling corporation was at fault. I'm not
making this up. Successful plaintiffs always say
they want to send a message. They don't want
others to have an accident. It wasn't their dead
loved one's fault. The money proves it.
A successful liability suit also gives a grieving
survivor what the psychological types call
closure. The jury's assignment of fault helps bring
an end to the grieving by explaining what
happened. It doesn't matter that a jury of nonaviation experts has little chance of arriving at an
accurate finding of what caused an accident; the
omnipotence of our judicial system lends
credence. And thousands or millions of dollars
add weight to the decision.
Lawyers, of course, facilitate the whole
process and they do have a strictly monetary
interest in the proceedings. Sure, I know trial
lawyers who work themselves into an indignant
rage over their cases and perhaps really do
believe the defendant is evil. But lawyers who
really hear a higher calling are working on pro
bona civil rights cases, not suing general aviation
manufacturers.
The fact that nearly all general aviation
product liability suits are filed on behalf of a pilot
creates a conundrum. Living pilots say product
liability is one of their greatest concerns, but their
relatives apparently don't share this worry, since
many sue after the pilot is gone. Pilots could
attempt to make some sort of "living will"
prohibiting their heirs from suing should they die
in an airplane crash, but I'm sure such a document
wouldn't stand up in court. Even if your relatives

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP
ADDISON AIRPORT
LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS

4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781
FAX 214/407-9383

GIVE A GI FT THEY WILL NEVER FORGET!
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PARAPLANE POWERED PARACHUI'E CERTIFICATE! Includes:
15 min. Pamplanesolofligbt, afterone,90min. lesson "
,
Two-way radio supen,ision by tilctory trained instructon
Pamplane Certification
:_
\/

2] TWO-SEAT ULTRALIGHT LFSSONI Includes:
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Pamplane Gift Certificate .. ...................... $89
Ultralight Gift Certificate ........................ $35

FUTURE FLIGHT INC
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Preflight
instruction
•• 20
min. occnic flight with a USUA inslruclor
* 30 day membership in USUS Asso.
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FRED ZIMRING
EAA Legal Advisory Council

Zimring & Langley, P.C.

EAA

Office Alpha
13140 Coit Rd.. Suite 203
Dallas, TX 75240
(214) 43 7-3700

EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh. Wisconsin 54903-3086
(414) 426-4800

George Carroll

(214) 637-3598

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY
7204 PAR WEI.I.
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Seoul BldQ.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN •

agreed now to waive their rights to sue, I promise
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they will feel differently if you're killed in a plane
crash, no matter what the circumstances.
I used to think that mandatory liability
insurance would resolve the liability crisis. If each
pilot was forced to buy insurance that would pay
his survivors or anyone else injured by his crash,
there would be no need for product liability suits.
But I don't believe that simply collecting monetary damages under a "no- fault" insurance plan
would work because it deprives survivors of what
they want most - a finding that fault lies with
someone other than the dead pilot.
So I'm left to wonder how we got ourselves
into this situation. Pilots say they detest product
liability litigation, but pilot's families are the
plaintiffs who bring the suits. General aviation is
not besieged by an outside force. We are suing
ourselves. We're like drug addicts who abhor our
habit but can't stop, so we blame others. General
aviation has a powerful enemy in product liability,
but it's not lawyers the industry need fear, it's our
wives and kids.

Avr~ca . .
RAYMOND MORT,

P.E.

Registered Engineer

324 Hillview Drive
Hurst, Texu 76054

Bus: (817) 282-6940
FAX(817)282-6969

~~~=~!!~~

The Dallas Sport Aviation Airport
Hangar Spaced Available for EAA Members
Antique - Classic - Homebuilt - IExperimsntall
Hangar has water/ electric /toilet/ phone
CONTACT: Clair J. Button ( 214) 231-6070
Hangar Phone 1 (214) 347-2344

526 INTERURBAN/RICHARDSON. TX 75081/(214) 234-1143
2929 CUSTER PKWY /PLANO. TX 75075/(214) 596-5556
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Submitting Articles to Hangar Echoes
The editor welcomes input and articles from Chapter
168 members on topics related to sport aviation. It is
preferred that submissions be made on an MS-DOS floppy
disk (5 1/4" or 3 1/2"). A number of file formats can be
imported by the editor, but ASCII text is the lowest
common denominator. All disks and artwork will be
returned.
Hangar Echoes is composed using Microsoft Word for
Windows 2.0 running under Windows 3.1. The masters
are printed on an HP Laserjet IIIP.

EAA Chapter 168 Officers

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
H.E.Editor

Gary Hansen
Monroe McDonald
Sam Cooper
Don Lewis
Sam Cooper

416-0099
352-1564
343-0501
661-1946
343-0501

Board of
Directors

Jerry Bidle
Don Christiansen
Johnnie Eskue
Les Palmer
Frank Prokop
Brownie Seals
Jay Shear

517-0946
298-6531
231-5217
241-4387
495-2565
248-4335
243-3007

Technical
Counselors

Mel Asberry
Owen Bruce
Steve Marchand
Brownie Seals
Jim Rushing

517-5070
231-3946
475-0571
248-4335
727-5630

Advertising
Chapter Trailer
Data Processing
Fly-ins
Gov't Liason
Librarian
Meetings
Safety Officer
Tool Custodian
Young Eagles

Faye Troxel
Tom Moe
Rance Rupp
open
Mutt Way
Ernie Ludwick
Ralph Haroldson
Mel Asberry
Ernie Lud,\ick
Geryl M01tensen

492-5530
442-7997
288-8452

Cla1:sifieds: Aviation ads can be placed by Chapter
members free of charge.

For Sale: Mong Sport welded fuselage, in
Ohio. For information call Gus Gustovich at
214/3 20-1102 evenings.
For Sale: Set of Spruce boards needed for
structural portion of Falco project. About 29
pieces of. 7 5" or 1. 00" thick boards. Widths from
5.75" to 9.00". Lengths from 144" to 204".
Current retail is about $2500. Asking $2000 for
lot, will not part out. Call Richard Funk at
214/684-2122 days.
Wanted: Epoxy pump needed for use with
Hexcel Epolite 2410 Resin and 2184 Hardener
(Safe-T-Poxy). Call David Brown at 214/3514887.
For Hire: A&P Mechanic available for hire
and assistance on homebuilt projects. Rate is
$12/hour. Call John Dunnaway at 214/442-1748.
Partner Wanted for RV-6A project. Tail
feathers under construction. Call Ed Komada at
214/348-1206 days, or 214/245-3084 evenings.
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416-4692
241-1185
358-3710
517-5070
241-1185
250-4719

